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PUBLIC CIRCULAR

NHB/HD/CC/Guidelines /2805  Date 18.08.2020

The National Horticulture Board vide Circular No. NHB/CC/ATR-84 MC/revised IPA Scheme-2019-20/6994 dated 05.03.2020 had issued instructions with regard to Pre-IPA/IPA applications received by it under 2019-20 scheme. The said instructions, inter-alia, provides as under:

"1. The Pre-IPA (2019-20) application submitted by you is hereby treated as application for IPA 2019-20. Consequently, the Pre-IPA letter already issued to you is hereby treated as IPA letter 2019-20. Therefore, you are not required to submit another application to NHB for seeking IPA for your project.

2. The validity of this IPA (Pre-IPA converted to IPA) is upto 06 months from its date of issue or upto 30-09-2020, whichever is earlier.

In this regard, it is clarified as under :-

i) The IPA applications which were received in NHB during 2019-20 and are still pending for grant of IPA shall stand closed in case their documentation is not completed by the applicants before 30-09-2020.

ii) The Pre-IPAs which were converted into IPAs shall also stand closed in case required documents such as bank appraisal, term loan sanction letter, legal search report of project land and any other necessary documents for Grant of Clearance are not received in NHB with six months from the date of issue of Pre-IPA (converted into IPA) or upto 30.09.2020, whichever is earlier.

All applicants may kindly note the above advisory for necessary compliance. A written communication to the above effect is also being sent to all the applicants at their given correspondence address.
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